Magnetic-shape-memory materials (e.g. specific NiMnGa alloys) react with a large change of shape to the presence of an external magnetic field. As an alternative for the difficult to manifacture single crystal of these alloys we study composite materials in which small magnetic-shape-memory particles are embedded in a polymer matrix. The macroscopic properties of the composite depend strongly on the geometry of the microstructure and on the characteristics of the particles and the polymer.
Introduction
The peculiar mechanical behavior of magnetic shape memory (MSM) alloys renders them interesting for many applications. At the same time, they give rise to a new class of models, whose mathematical study is challenging. MSM alloys are multiferroic materials, which combine a magnetic phase transition with a shape-memory one. The deformation driven by a magnetic field deformation is due to a coupling between the two order parameters, which arises from the difference in magnetic anisotropy between the elastic variants. A typical example is a NiMnGa alloy [UHK + 96, TJS + 99, MMA + 00, SLLU02, HSG09] .
Shape-memory metals are characterized by a phase transformation from a high-temperature, high-symmetry phase, called austenite, to a low-temperature, low-symmetry phase, called martensite. Since the point group of the martensite lattice is smaller than in the austenite phase, there are a number of different variants of the martensitic phase, which are obtained from the austenite via different but symmetry-related eigenstrains. Whereas in ceramic materials elastic phase transformations typically generate spontaneous strains of less than one percent, in alloys the deformations can be significant. For example in NiMnGa single crystals the deformation between two martensitic variants is about 11%. The practical exploitation of the shape-memory effect for actuation has been hindered by the fact that the transition between austenite and martensite can often be induced only by slow heating and cooling processes. Furthermore, it is difficult to select one variant over the other. This leads in typical situations to low-temperature states characterized by a fine mixture of the different variants, in which martensite appears without significant macroscopic deformation.
The coupling of the structural phase transformation to a magnetic field renders the materials much easier to control. The difference in anisotropy between the different variants of the martensitic phase leads to a coupling between the magnetization and the eigenstrain and provides a simple mechanism for selecting one of the variants over the others. At least in clean single crystals, large strains up to 11% have been induced by the application of external magnetic fields [UHK + 96, TJS + 99, MMA + 00, SLLU02] .
It is however practically very difficult to produce single crystals of good quality. Additionally, single crystals tend to be brittle. At the same time, in polycrystals the deformation is blocked by incompatibilities at the grain boundaries. It has therefore been proposed to use small single-crystal MSM particles embedded in a softer matrix [F + 03, HTIW04, F + 05, SHG + 07, TCT + 09], although magnetically induced strains are typically smaller than in single crystals [KWSL + 12, LSKWG12, TCT + 14]. The composite geometry opens the way for optimization of the particle shape and in general of the microstructure.
In this paper we review recent mathematical progress and extend the analysis of MSMpolymer composites. A model based on micromagnetism and elasticity was developed in [CLR07] , and will be presented in Section 2 below. Under the assumption of periodicity of the microstructure, a rigorous homogenization result was then derived in [Paw14] . This has a posteriori given a justification to the heuristic cell-problem computations that had been performed in [CLR07, CLR08] to study numerically the influence of the shape of the particles on the macroscopic material behavior both in composites and in polycrystals. Some of these results are discussed, also in view of the new homogenization result, in Section 4. The relaxation of the model, which is appropriate for situations where the particles are much larger than the domain size, has been addressed in [CLR12] . Our model was extended to the study of time-dependent problems, in a setting in which each particle changes gradually from one phase to the other, in [CLR16] .
The model
In this section we describe the general physical model, while the precise mathematical assumptions needed for the homogenization result are presented in the next section.
We work in the framework of continuum mechanics and micromagnetism. For simplicity we discuss only the two-dimensional case, the extension of the model to three dimensions is immediate. We refer to [Bro63, HS98] for background on micromagnetism, and to [BJ87, PZ03, Bha03] for the treatment of diffusionless solid-solid phase transitions. The model we use here was first presented in [CLR07] , to which we refer for further motivation and details.
Let Ω ⊂ R 2 describe the reference configuration for the composite material, and let ω ⊂ Ω be the part occupied by the magnetic-shape-memory material (MSM). We model the magnetization in the MSM-particles as a measurable function m : ω → R 2 with |m| = m s . Here m s ∈ (0, ∞) is a parameter representing the saturation magnetization, which depends on the temperature and the specific choice of material. For the analytical treatment we assume the temperature and material to be fixed, and thus we may assume, after normalization, m s = 1. Denoting by S 1 the set of unit vectors in R 2 , we get m ∈ S 1 on ω. For notational convenience we extend m to R 2 \ ω by 0, and introduce
The austenite-martensite phase transition leads to the presence of d (d = 2 in our concrete application) symmetry-related variants of the martensitic phase. Magnetically, each of them has a preferred direction for the magnetization, called easy axis; we denote those directions by f 1 , . . . , f d ∈ S 1 . The phase index p(x) represents the variant at point x ∈ ω. It is convenient to view it as an element of R d , taking values in a discrete set B := {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e d } ⊂ R d . This way any p in the convex hull of B, denoted by conv B, is a unique convex combination of vectors in B, allowing the tracking of the contribution of different variants. As before, we extend p by 0 on R 2 \ ω. Thus p takes values in
The coupling between the phase variable p and the magnetization m is expressed via the anisotropy energy, which is obtained by integrating a density ϕ depending on x, m(x), and p(x) (in practice, if x ∈ ω then ϕ can be seen as a function of m(x) · f p(x) ). It is minimized if x ∈ ω or m(x), p(x) are compatible with each other, in the sense that m(x) and f p(x) are parallel, see [HS98] . The global anisotropy energy E aniso :
A specific expression for ϕ is, at this level of modeling, not needed. The magnetization m in turn induces a magnetic field, called the demagnetization field. By Maxwell's equation this field is given by ∇u, where u solves
Here, (2.2) is understood distributionally. Since we extended m by zero outside ω, the boundary terms are automatically included in the distributional derivatives. 
This energy is minimal for m oriented in the direction of h e . In ferromagnets the microscopic magnetization m tends to be aligned in neighbouring cells, leading to a macroscopic magnetization and to an energy cost for fluctuations in the magnetization itself. This behaviour if often modelled by the exchange energy
for m ∈ W 1,2 (ω, S 1 ) and ∞ otherwise (see [HS98, section 3.2.2]). The parameter ε measures the exchange length, which can be understood as the (small) length scale over which the exchange term between overlapping atomic orbitals is significant. This concludes the description of the different components of the magnetic energy
If ω consists only of sufficiently 'small' grains, as we will assume in the homogenization process, then it is reasonable to assume that every grain is a single crystal, and consists only of a single domain, in which m is constant. Indeed, in this case the exchange energy is negligible, as is shown in [Des93] . Thus the final magnetic energy E mag :
We finally address the elastic properties of the composite material. Let v ∈ W 1,2 (Ω, R 2 ) be the deformation of the composite material, which describes the spontaneous stretching of the MSM material in response to the external field and the subsequent deformation of the polymer. Let W = W (x, F, p) be the (nonlinear) elastic energy density, where F (x) = ∇v(x) is the deformation gradient at x, and p(x) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d} denotes the martensitic variant (as usual, p = 0 in the polymer). A possible choice would be (2)) else. Here the rotation R ∈ L ∞ (ω, SO(2)) encodes the local orientation of the crystal lattice, and A p the eigenstrain of the phase p. The magnetization in the deformed configuration, where Maxwell's equation has to hold, is then m • v. Thus, we now would need to solve ∆u + div (m • v) = 0 on R 2 . In addition, the anisotropy energy ϕ has to take into account the fact that the local magnetization m(x) needs to be compared with the easy axis in the deformed (and, possibly, rotated) crystal.
However, experiments show that the displacements are moderate, and thus we approximate v(x) = x + v(x) with a small displacement v. Consistently expanding all terms to the first nontrivial order in m and v, we consider the magnetization m instead of m • v and ignore elastic rotations in the anisotropy energy. Therefore we will work with the energy
where E def [v, m, p] is the linear elastic energy stored in the displacement v and obtained integrating a quadratic form W corresponding to the linearization of W .
Analytical homogenization
The MSM-polymer composite is a finely microstructured material, and therefore very difficult to simulate directly. A direct discretization would need to resolve explicitly all scales from the one of the MSM particles, of the order of a few microns, to the one of the macroscopic sample, which may be in the centimeter range. The theory of homogenization permits both a simpler qualitative understanding of the material behavior and an efficient simulation. The key idea is to exploit the difference in length scales to address the two scales separately. Under specific assumptions of the microstructure (periodicity in the present case) one derives an effective macroscopic material model, which describes the behavior of the composite on a length scale much larger than the one of the microstructure, by solving suitable cell problems. At this level one does not need to address the macroscopic shape of the sample, boundary conditions or applied forces, but instead studies only the microstructure. One then uses, in a separate process, the effective material model to perform macroscopic simulations, which takes into account boundary conditions and external forces. Typical examples of homogenization include the process leading from atomistic models of matter to continuum elasticity and the treatment of materials obtained by mixing two different components on a very fine scale. Whereas the general theory for composites of two materials with different elastic properties is well developed, we are here interested in a situation in which the magnetic properties are also different, and coupled to an elastic phase transition. A purely magnetic problem was studied in [Pis04] . The homogenization result for our system does not follow from the general theory, but needs to be proven specifically for the case at hand. For a comprehensive overview over the subject, we refer to [BD98, CD99, All02, Mil02] .
Let Ω ⊂ R 2 be an open, bounded Lipschitz domain, and let ω ⊂ Q :
is the volume fraction of the composite occupied by the MSM particles. Here, L 2 is the Lebesgue measure. The set of admissible magnetization fields and phase indices for ω k is given by
where χ ω k is the characteristic function of ω k . In order to compute the demagnetization energy we need to show the well-posedness of (2.2). By Lax-Milgram's Theorem there exists for any measurable m with |m| = χ ω k a unique solution u of (2.2) in the space
The condition on the average of u on the unit ball is an arbitrarily chosen criterion used to make the solution unique, since both the equation defining u and the energy only depend on the gradient of u. Alternatively one could work in the space of curlfree L 2 vector fields. The explicit appearance of the potential u in the definition of the space is useful for truncation and interpolation. We also remark that, due to the fact that the fundamental solution of Laplace's equation is logarithmic in two dimensions, the potential u is not in L 2 (R 2 ). In R 3 instead one would obtain a unique solution u ∈ W 1,2 (R 3 ). Given a magnetization field m, we denote by u m the solution of (2.2) in W 1,2 * (R 2 ). Let the anisotropic energy density ϕ :
(ii) The map y → ϕ(y, m, p) is Q-periodic for any m ∈ S 1 0 , p ∈ B 0 .
(iii) For any y ∈ R 2 \ ω we have ϕ(y, ·, ·) = 0.
(iv) There exists M > 0, such that for all m, m ∈ S 1 , p ∈ B, y ∈ ω we have
For the external magnetic field we assume h e ∈ L 1 (Ω, R 2 ). We define the magnetic energy
where
and
We now can state the homogenization theorem for the purely magnetic energy. This and the next results have been proven in [Paw14] extending the classical homogenization theory for elastic materials [BD98, CD99, All02, Mil02] and the homogenization results for three-dimensional purely magnetic materials in [Pis04] ; a brief summary of the proof is given below.
Theorem 3.1. With the above assumptions on ϕ we have the following results:
Then there exist a subsequence (not relabeled), and (m,
where u m , u m k ∈ W 1,2 * (R 2 ) are solutions to
As usual, this result can be easily stated in terms of Γ-convergence. The compactness result (i) for m k , p k follows easily, since the uniform bound on the energy implies that there is a subsequence with |m k | = |p k | = χ ω k almost everywhere. Thus the L ∞ -norm of m k , p k is uniformly bounded by 1, and we can extract a converging subsequence. The convergence of the demagnetization field then follows from [Paw14, Lemma A.5.4].
A key ingredient in the proof is the fact that f mag hom can be equivalently defined by minimizing over other sets than A µ,ρ . Specifically, we can either drop the condition of having a fixed mean value on m k on Q, or drop the condition that M k * µ without changing the value of f mag hom (µ, ρ). Also instead of solving ∆U + div M = 0 on Q with periodic boundary, we can solve it on Q with vanishing Dirichlet boundary condition. Furthermore the density f mag hom does not change if U is replaced by the solution U ∈ W 1,2 * (R 2 ) with ∆U + div χ Q M = 0 and the term Q |∇U | 2 in (3.1) replaced by the integral R 2 |∇U | 2 . We refer to [Paw14, Proposition 2.2.1] for a precise statement of these facts and a proof.
This equivalence is crucial to relate the macroscopic demagnetization field u to the microscopic fields U , which are the result of oscillations in the magnetic charges. More precisely, we first prove that f mag hom is a continuous function and E mag ∞ restricted to the limiting function S mag ∞ is continuous w.r.t. the L 1 -topology. Thus it suffices to prove (ii) for step functions m, p. This is done by covering Ω by squares, and assuming m, p are constant on each of them. On each square we can explicitly construct a recovery sequence of periodic functions, and by glueing them together we obtain a global recovery sequence. Details are given in [Paw14, Theorem 2.3.1 and Theorem 2.3.2].
We now include the elastic energy in the energy in terms of a displacement v. Let W : R 2 × R 2×2 × B 0 → R be a Carathéodory function, such that (i) W is Q-periodic in the first component.
(ii) There exists r : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞) with r(δ) 0 for δ 0, such that for any x ∈ R 2 , F, G ∈ R 2×2 , p ∈ B 0 it holds
(iii) There exists c > 0, such that for any x ∈ R 2 , F, G ∈ R 2×2 , ρ ∈ B 0 it holds
where sym F = 1 2 (F + F T ). We define the set of admissible triples (v, m, p) by
, and the energy
The set of limiting configurations is given by S ∞ := W 1,2 (Ω, R 2 ) × S mag ∞ , and the effective energy is
Theorem 3.2. With the above assumptions on ϕ and W we have the following results:
Then there exist a subsequence (not relabeled), and
where u m , u m k ∈ W 1,2 * (R 2 ) are solutions of
The proof is similar to the previous one. For (i) it only remains to prove compactness for the sequence (v k ). The coercivity of W yields an uniform L 2 -bound on the sequence (sym ∇v k ). An application of Korn's and Poincaré's inequality yields then compactness.
While the proof of (iii) is analogous to the previous one, we need to be more careful in (ii). To approximate v in W 1,2 we use piecewise linear functions on triangles. This is, however, not the natural decomposition for the Q-periodic microstructure. This can be dealt with by covering each triangle by squares once more. Detailed proofs can be found in [Paw14, Theorem 3.3.1 and Theorem 3.3.2].
Numerical study of the cell problem
We illustrate the significance of the homogenization result by studying numerically the cell problem for a few selected microstructures. Our results characterize the dependence of the macroscopic material properties on the microstructure. From the viewpoint of applications, the key interest lies in devising microstructures which can be practically produced and which lead to (near) optimal macroscopic properties, such as for example a large transformation strain in response to an external magnetic field or a large work output. This constitutes a shape-optimization problem: we are interested in devising the shape and location of the particles which optimizes some scalar quantity. It is however different from most classical shape-optimization problems, in that it completely takes place at the microstructural level, and in that only a very restricted set of shapes is practically relevant. Indeed, the control on the shape and the ordering of the MSM particles is only very indirect, as they are obtained for example by mechanically grinding thin ribbons of MSM material [LSWG09] . Their orientation can, up to a certain point, be controlled by applying a magnetic field during the solidification of the polymer. At the same time, the elastic properties of the polymer can be, up to a certain degree, tuned by choosing different compositions. We therefore select a few geometric and material parameters (particle elongation, Young modulus of the polymer, etc.) and investigate their influence on the macroscopic material behavior. Our results can serve as a guide for the experimental search for production techniques which lead to composites with successively improved properties.
As customary in the theory of homogenization, we assume that the corrector fields (V k , M k , P k ) entering f hom (β, µ, ρ) have the same periodicity of the microstructure (that is, (0, 1/k) 2 ) and that V k obeys affine-periodic boundary conditions. In practice, we approximate f hom (β, µ, ρ) by f
(1) hom (β, µ, ρ), which (after rescaling) is defined as the infimum of
over all V ∈ W 1,2 (Q, R 2 ) which obey V (x + e i ) = V (x) + βe i in the sense of traces for x ∈ ∂Q, all M ∈ L ∞ (Q, S 1 0 ) which obey |M | = χ ω and Q M dx = µ, and all P ∈ L ∞ (Q, B 0 ) with |P | = χ ω . As usual in nonconvex homogenization, the usage of larger unit cells may lead to spontaneous symmetry breaking and formation of microstructures on intermediate scales, as it was discussed in [CLR07, Sect. 6.3 and Fig. 13 ]. For the sake of simplicity we do not address this issue here. We instead include the magnetostrictive effect by solving Maxwell's equations in the deformed configuration (an effect that is not included in the first-order model used in the homogenization).
We use a boundary-element method for solving both the linear elastic problem (with piecewise affine ansatz functions) and the magnetic problem (with piecewise constant ansatz functions). Both the particle-matrix interfaces and the boundary of the unit cell are approximated by polygons. Each particle is assumed to have a uniform magnetization and to deform affinely; the boundary conditions on ∂(0, 1) 2 are affine-periodic, as usual in the theory of homogenization. Our numerical algorithm is based on computing the (discrete) gradient of the energy in the relevant variables, performing a line search in the descent direction, and then updating the direction as in the conjugate gradient scheme.
We choose parameters that match the experimentally known values for NiMnGa particles, as in [CLR07, CLR16] . In the magnetic energy we use We assume here that the polymer is solidified with the MSM particles in one of the two martensitic variants. This introduces a clear preference for one of the two, and renders transformation more difficult. At the same time it introduces a natural mechanism for transforming back to the original state after the external field is removed. From the viewpoint of material production, the current setting corresponds to the assumption that the solidification of the polymer occurs below the critical temperature for the solidsolid phase transformation (which is about 70 • C). We remark that in our previous work [CLR07] we had instead assumed that solidification occurs in the austenitic phase, rendering the two martensitic variants symmetric.
Our numerical results are illustrated in Figure 2 , Figure 3 and Figure 4 . We systematically display energies and spontaneous strains, assuming affine macroscopic deformations, in dependence on the polymer elasticity; our aim being to understand which type of polymer gives the better macroscopic material properties, for various choices of the other parameters.
The left panel of Figure 2 compares the internal energy of the polymer with the particles in the two different martensitic variants . The first one, called the "untransformed" phase, is the one the MSM particles had when the polymer was solidified, and is therefore elastically preferred. The other one is instead the one which is magnetially preferred, with the easy axis aligned with the external field. Comparing the two it is clear that for the parameters considered here the phase transformation will only occur for soft polymers, with a Young modulus below around 14 MPa (black vertical line). We also plot the energy that the transformed phase would have if no macroscopic deformation would have been allowed: the difference between the two is a measure of the maximal work output that we can obtain for this material. The right panel illustrates the spontaneous strain corresponding to the two phases; we recall that the transformed one is only relevant for E below the critical value. Both phases have a significant transformation for very soft polymers, this is a magnetostrictive effect arising from the interaction between the magnetic dipoles of the particles, and does not depend on the phase transition. It is present only for extremely soft polymer. Figure 3 shows the resulting spontaneous strain curve and the work output for three different shapes of the particles. Here, it is apparent that, while very soft polymers give the largest spontaneous strains, they are practically not very relevant, since the work output is minimal. The best polymers seem to be those with an intermediate Young modulus, between 1 and 10 MPa: on the one hand the transition is expected to occur reliably, since the difference between the energies of the two phases is significant, on the other hand the phase transition will lead to a macroscopic deformation, since the energy difference between the macroscopically undeformed and the macroscopically deformed state (the work output) is significant.
Elongate particles result in a somewhat larger macroscopic strain and work output. However, the critical elastic modulus of the polymer (above which no transformation takes place) is lower for longer particles, assuming constant volume fraction. The macroscopic deformation of a composite where the particles are aligned to the magnetic field is even larger than if the particles are aligned perpendicularly, but the work output for these two configuration is nearly identical. Finally, Figure 4 illustrates the dependence on the volume fraction. As intuitively expected, a larger amount of MSM material in the mixture leads to a larger spontaneous strain and larger work output. It is interesting to observe that the optimal choice for the polymer does not depend very strongly on the volume fraction. This is an important observation, since in material production high volume fractions are difficult to realize, and often turn out not to be uniform across the sample.
Conclusions and outlook
In summary, we have discussed a model for composite materials, in which one component consists of magnetic-shape-memory particles, and the other of a polymer matrix. We discussed analytical homogenization, and rigorously derived a macroscopic effective model, whose energy density is obtained solving a suitable cell problem. We then addressed the cell problem numerically, and investigated how the microstructure can be optimized to obtain the composite with the best material properties.
In closing, we observe that the assumption that the particles are affinely deformed, which has a strong influence on the results presented and is only appropriate for very small particles, can be relaxed. In particular, in [CLR12] we discussed a variant of this model in which the particles are assumed to be large with respect to the scale of the individual domains, so that three scales are present: the scale of a microstructure inside a single particle, the scale of the individual particles interacting with the polymer, and the scale on which macroscopic material properties are observed and measured. Furthermore, in [CLR16] a time-dependent extension of the model was developed, assuming that two elastic phases are present inside each particles; the phase boundaries then move in response to the applied magnetic field. The formulation of a rate-independent model for the motion of phase boundaries permits in this case the study of hysteresis in the composite. The much richer picture that most likely will arise in the intermediate regimes, and the extension to three spatial dimensions, still remain unexplored.
